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Abstract. This article presents the construction of an aerial manipulator robot
composed of one or two robotic arms on an unmanned aerial vehicle, in order
to execute control tasks in an autonomous or tele-operated manner. This aerial
manipulator robot can work with one or two arms depending on the application
requirements. The arms have been designed to serve several purposes: object
manipulation and protect the actuating servos against direct impacts and over-
loads. Finally, a trajectory tracking algorithm is implemented and the simulation
results are presented and discussed, which validate the controller and the proposed
modeling.
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1 Introduction

During the last decades, research in robotics has been oriented to find solutions to
the technical needs of applied robotics. Today, the creation of new needs and markets
outside the traditional manufacturing robotics market (e.g., cleaning, mine clearance,
construction, shipbuilding, agriculture) and theworld inwhichwe live is demanding field
and service robots to serve the newmarket and human social needs [1]. The International
Federation of Robotics defines a service robot as a semi- or fully autonomous operated
robot that performs useful services for humans and is not used for manufacturing [2].
They are those robotic systems that help people in their daily lives at work, at home,
in leisure, and as part of the assistance to the disabled and the elderly. In other words,
any robot used in the medical, health, military, domestic and educational industries is
considered a service robot [3]. The UAVs have been widely used inmilitary applications,
Applications in agriculture and industrial environments are currently being exploited
[5, 6, 7, 8]. There are several control strategies for UAVs some of which are energy
optimization [9, 10] and fuzzy control.

The UAV industry is growing very rapidly due to the use of UAVs in commercial
areas. However, unmanned aerial vehicles often do not meet the needs of complicated
missions such as object handling, as they are only able to navigate in spaces that are
difficult to access. For this reason, it is proposed to incorporate one or two robotic
arms on an aerial platform (UAV). The combination of aerial mobile platforms with
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robotic arms is known as aerial mobile manipulators [10]. Airborne manipulators have
recently encompassed an extensive area of research, which has focused the attention
of multiple research groups and international companies interested in such technology
[11]. The objective of these projects is the development of robotic systems with handling
capabilities. The most commonly used platforms for air manipulators are the helicopter
or multirotor type, in its different variants: quadrotor, hexarotor or octrotor, combined
with robotic arms with multiple degrees of freedom [12]. Given the versatility of this
type of robotic system, different tasks can be performed, such as: welding [19]; transport
of long objects [13]; handling of items placed at a height that is difficult to access [13];
construction [14]; transport of goods [15]; power-line applications [16]; hazardous tasks
involving human beings, among others [19, 20, 21].

This application seeks to break the paradigm with respect to the manipulation of
objects with the design and construction of robotic arms with 3° of freedom each one
since at the moment there are manipulators with very simple arms with a single degree
of freedom, in addition an algorithm of control in closed loop will be implemented
to follow a task of control in trajectory and thus to be fortifying and improving the
process of autonomous tasks in the different scopes leisure, work, military, among others
for example cleaning, demining, construction. Construction and control are the main
objectives of this work.

2 Aerial Manipulator Robot Construction

The airborne manipulator robot is a system conceived and designed to maintain its
stability at different flight heights and under different weather conditions. Therefore, in
order to comply with all the functional and safety requirements demanded for this type
of equipment, a preliminary design of the drone and the robotic arm Fig. 1 was started
and these were modified and optimized in geometry and dimensions during the design
process, according to the maximum stresses generated in each component under critical
operating conditions, until an adequate safety factorwas reached and the definitive design
of the air handling robot was obtained.

Fig. 1. Electronic, mechanical and communication connection diagram.
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2.1 Electronics Module

For the implementation of the air handler, two voltage regulators are included that are
supplied by the UAV batteries; one of 54 V 7A to 18 V 3A for the computer, and
another of 54 V 6A to 12 V 6A. The addition of these electronic elements ensures the
proper operation of both the computer and the robotic arm and prevents overvoltage and
overcurrent in them, for which experimental tests are conducted on power consumption
and battery life.

Fig. 2. Power tests of both regulators.

Additionally, an emergency circuit used to suspend erroneous armactions is included,
allowing power to be removed when it could become a hazard to the propellers of the
Matrice 600pro, and achieving a safe scheduled landing, this in order to preserve the
components and the UAV from an unexpected collision [17].

Finally, several power tests have been carried out to validate the correct operation
of the implemented equipment. Figure 2 shows scenarios where both the computer and
the robot arm have been subjected to maximum current tests i.e. the computer using all
processor cores and the arm with a load of 2 kgs.

2.2 Mechanical Module

The main structure and the arms of the airborne manipulator robot must be analyzed
to verify that they are capable of supporting the weight of the robotic arms and other
components that make up the robot: a prototype is made (modeling) with its geometry
and weight that simulates the airborne manipulator robot. Afterwards, the structural
analysis is carried out by means of finite elements (FEM), with the use of CAD software.
Finally, all the necessary mechanical components that make up the air handling robot
are integrated. It should be noted that the mechanical design of the base that will serve
as a support for the robotic arms is of great importance, and will be assembled on the
UAV. This will have the capacity to place one or two robotic arms or just one so that
the plate will have 3 couplings distributed evenly so that it does not affect the center of
gravity of the UAV.
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2.3 Bilateral Communication Module

The air handling system has a hardware remote control, the pilot has the option to
intervene or not in basic maneuvers such as take-off and landing. A higher priority was
given to pilot commands over autonomous control; in case of unforeseen situations, the
pilot can avoid autonomous control and immediately operate the hardware controller.

This approach was implemented in a three-layer architecture in Robotic Operating
System (ROS), this simplified its development and look to the future will make possible
two things: the creation of a swarm of UAVs and their migration on board the UAV.
Increasing the independence of the UAV from the ground control station (GCS).

Fig. 3. Communication structure

The structure of this communication system in Fig. 3 uses the Onboard SDK, which
has ROS compatibility and this is defined as a node, inside the UAV Matlab computer
it runs as a node and with the help of a proprietary node of the Matlab libraries it
will send the calculated data and then print the velocities. In the same way through a
USB-485 serial communication the arm or arms are controlled depending on the type
of configuration being used.

Besides, a ROS Bridge Server is initialized with the purpose that from the Master
computer through a FALCOM Force SDK and with the CHAI 3D libraries, it can be
read from the libraries to a Unity Node through shared memories (DLL), with this data
in the Unity Node it will be written through the Web Socket that will be anchored to
the ROS Bridge Server, and it will be possible to send the data from the FALCOM to
Matlab that is running in the UAV computer.

3 Control Algorithm

The following is a closed-loop autonomous control scheme that validates the construction
and the communication channel, which defines a desired task that through an addition
node enters the non-linear controller, which sends the control actions to the AMR that
is internally distributed in kinematic and dynamic;

PID feedback is performed in each of the segments to pass through the controller and
enter a direct kinematics node which closes the loop and compensates errors by entering
directly to the non-linear controller [18].
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To carry out the experimental tests, it is necessary to implement a control law based
on the kinematics of the aerial manipulator root described in the previous section, two
types of control can be implemented by trajectory and position, in which the trajectory
is defined as:

vref (t) = J#
(
ḣd +K1 tanh

(
K2 h̃

))
(1)

where ḣd is the reference velocity input of the aerial mobile manipulator for the con-
troller; J# is the matrix of pseudoinverse kinematics for the aerial mobile manipulator;
while that K1 > 0 and K2 > 0 area gain matrix of the controller that weigh the con-
trol error respect to the inertial frame < R >; and the tanh(.) represents the function
saturation of maniobrability velocities in the aerial mobile manipulator [18].

In addition, a position control can only be implemented with: ḣd = 0 so the equation
for position control would look like this:

vref (t) = J#
(
K1 tanh

(
K2 h̃

))
(2)

4 Experimental Results

This section presents the built AMR, which is composed of a Hexarrotor Matrice-600
and the 3 DOF robot arm, in addition the communication described the results and the
proposed controller. In Fig. 4 it is possible to observe the AMR manipulating an object,
in this case a pin pon ball, the manipulation was made in experimental tests in laboratory
and also in field tests, with this manipulation and flight tests the process of construction
and implementation of the arm in the aerial platform is validated. Matlab node that is
running on the UAV computer, a sampling period of 100 [ms] will be used).

a) Air handler implementation.                       b) Airborne robot with base deployment
for greater arm work area

Fig. 4. AMR in operation and stand by.

Figure 5a, shows the desired trajectory and the current trajectory of the end-effector.
It can be seen that the proposed controller presents a good performance. Figure 5c, shows
the evolution of the tracking errors, which remain close to zero, while Fig. 5b and Fig. 5d
show the control actions.
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Fig. 5. Graphs obtained from the implemented system.

Fig. 6. Graphs obtained from the implemented system with position control.
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Figure 6a, shows the desired position and the current trajectory of the end-effector.
Figure 6c, shows the evolution of the tracking errors, which remain close to zero, while
Fig. 6b show the control actions and Fig. 6d shows how the UAV reaches the desired
positions.

5 Conclusion

This document presents a novel aerial manipulator robot that consists of a combination
of mechanical and control development strategies, with the ability to have modular arms
(one or two arms depending on the application that requires it) and a kinematic controller
responsible for carrying out the trajectory tracking task. The main advantage of the
control lawproposed here lies in its simplicity and ease of application, compared to others
already available in the literature. The results of the experimentation have demonstrated
the ability of the controller to globally and asymptotically zero the controlled state
variables and simultaneously avoid any saturation in the flight commands. However, in
order to take full advantage of the proposed approach, further work is needed on motion
control and trajectory planning of the position of the end effector.
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